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YARN MANUFACTURE-II

TT-202A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting one question

from each Unit. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

1. Mark the correct one : 20

(i) Comber waste depends on :

(a) Fibre length (b) Fibre fineness

(c) Fibre profile (d) Short fibre %

(ii) The number of slivers fed to a Uni lap is :

(a) 8 (b) 12

(c) 24 (d) 36

(iii) Which type of fed gives more comber waste ?

(a) Forward feed (b) Backward feed

(c) Central feed (d) Sideway feed

(iv) With increased feed length, comber waste :

(a) Decreases

(b) Increases

(c) Increases and then decreases

(d) Remains same
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(v) Maximum spindle speed in a fly frame is :

(a) 1400 rpm (b) 14000 rpm

(c) 18000 rpm (d) 30000 rpm

(vi) In a flyer leading fly frame, the flyer speed is :

(a) Less than

(b) Greater than

(c) Equal to

(d) Independent of flyer speed

(vii) Rove bobbin is tapered to ensure :

(a) Uniform winding tension

(b) Uniform spacing between coils

(c) More rove content on bobbin

(d) Layers do not slip

(viii) Rove fineness is expressed in terms of :

(a) Diameter (b) Meter

(c) ktex (d) tex

(ix) No of turns per inch to be put in a rove constituted

from finer fibre is :

(a) Lower (b) Higher

(c) Same (d) Zero
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(x) With increased spacer size, the imperfection indices :

(a) Increase

(b) Decrease

(c) Increase and then decrease

(d) Remain same

(xi) Steaming of ring bobbin leads to :

(a) Improved strength

(b) Reduced strength

(c) Improved uniformity

(d) Reduced snarling

(xii) With increased shore-hardness, the roller slip :

(a) Increases

(b) Reduces

(c) First increases and then reduces

(d) Remains same

(xiii) The optimum pull angle at ring frame is :

(a) 21 deg (b) 23 deg

(c) 27 deg (d) 30 deg

(xiv) Excessive break draft at ring frame leads to :

(a) Excessive fly release

(b) Hairy yarn

(c) More breakages

(d) All of the above
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(xv) Which of the following travellers is lighter ?

(a) 1 (b) 3

(c) 3/0 (d) 4/0

(xvi) Two yarns of 20 Ne and 30 Ne are doubled. The

resultant counter is :

(a) 20 (b) 16

(c) 8 (d) 12

(xvii) A yarn plied with low singles and high doubling

twist displays :

(a) Higher strength (b) High extension

(c) Less regularity (d) High lustre

(xviii) High doubling tension produces :

(a) Stronger and less extensible yarn

(b) Stronger and more extensible yarn

(c) Weaker and more extensible yarn

(d) Weaker and less extensible yarn

(xix) The lap fed to a comber must have :

(a) Leading hooks

(b) Trailing hooks

(c) Both (a) and (b)

(d) None of the above
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(xx) The number of doubling stages involved in

production of cable yarn is :

(a) One (b) Two

(c) Three (d) None of these

Unit I

2. (a) Why is preparatory process introduced before the

carded material can be fed to a comber ? Explain. 5

(b) Explain the following :

(i) Half lap

(ii) Nip

(iii) Piecing

(iv) Detaching

(v) Lap licking. 15

3. (a) What is Optimum Noil ? How is it optimized for

particular cotton ? 8

(b) A 6-head comber is working at 350 Nips/mint. The

waste extraction is 16% and 25 hanks are produced

in 8 hours with 82% efficiency. The hank of silver

is 0.15 and total draft is 70. Find feed per nip and

weight per yard of the lap fed. 12
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Unit II

4. (a) Point out the fundamental difference between bobbin

leading and flyer leading fly frames. 4

(b) What changes in fly frame are required when using

different fibres as well as different rove hank ? 8

(c) How would you determine the correct coils and

layers per inch on a roving bobbin for a particular

rove hank ? 8

5. (a) Mention some common rove faults along with

reasons and remedies. 8

(b) What is the role of building motion in fly frame ?

How does it function ? Explain with a neat

diagram. 12

Unit III

6. (a) Enlist the technological considerations involved in

selecting break draft at ring frame. 8

(b) Comment on the association between the following :

(i) Traveller wire profile and yarn hariness

(ii) Ring size and bobbing diameter

(iii) Yarn count and traveller mass

(iv) Main draft and yarn quality. 12
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7. (a) Critically analyze the limitations associated with

ring frame. 8

(b) State characteristic differences between warp, filling

and combination builds along with their suitability

for commercial application. 12

Unit IV

8. (a) What are twist-on-twist and weft-on-weft yarns ?

Give two examples of each. 4

(b) Lay down the sequence of operations involved in

production of plied yarns. Also state objectives of

each operation. 8

(c) Mention important characteristics of folded yarns.

How do doubling ratio and doubling tension affect

the characteristics of folded yarns ? 8

9. (a) Compare the methods of doubling twisting between

a ring doubler and two-for-one twister. Also mention

their merits and demerits. 12

(b) A ring doubling frame having 400 spindles runs at

12,000 rpm and produces 2/64 Ne cotton yarn with

4.0 twist multiplier. What is the production of the

frame per shift of 8 hours with 85% efficiency ? 8
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Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Answer any one question from

each of the remaining four Units. All questions carry

equal marks.

1. (a) Which type of package is used for picking in shuttle

looms ?

(i) Cone (ii) Warper’s beam

(iii) Pirn (iv) Cheese

(b) In case of 2/1 twill weave the healds will return to

the same position in :

(i) Every pick (ii) Two picks

(iii) Three picks (iv) Four picks

(c) What will be the phase difference between the

shedding cams for the 3/1 twill weave ?

(i) 0 Degree (ii) 90 Degrees

(iii) 180 Degrees (iv) None of these
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(d) What will be the type of Jaquard if the cylinder

turns in every pick ?

(i) Single lift and single cylinder

(ii) Double lift and single cylinder

(iii) Double lift and double cylinder

(iv) None of the above

(e) The typical heald dwell (in degrees) of a tappet

shedding shuttle loom is :

(i) 100

(ii) 120

(iii) 60

(iv) None of the above

(f) What is the function of Temples ?

(i) To control the warp tension

(ii) To control the weft breakages

(iii) To stop the loom in case of weft

breakages

(iv) To stop the fabric width contraction.
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(g) If the picks inserted per minute is 200, then the

R.P.M of the shuttle loom is :

(i) 100

(ii) 200

(iii) 400

(iv) None of the above

(h) What will be the pick spacing for a 5 wheel take

up motion with 50 teeth of change wheel ?

(i) 1/40 inch

(ii) 1/200 inch

(iii) 1/100 inch

(iv) None of the above

(i) Which of the following are used to control the

warp tension ?

(i) Shedding

(ii) Take up

(iii) Let off

(iv) None of the above

(j) Loose need mechanism is used for the :

(i) Warp stop

(ii) Weft stop

(iii) Warp protection

(iv) None of the above
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(k) Center weft fork motion detects the weft break in :

(i) Every pick

(ii) Two picks

(iii) Four picks

(iv) None of the above

(l) Keighley dobby is a :

(i) Negative

(ii) Positive

(iii) Continuous

(iv) Intermittent

(m) The preferred to be shedding mechanism for weaving

of a 20 × 20 irregular weave is :

(i) Tappet (ii) Dobby

(iii) Jaquard (iv) None of these

(n) As per Stockport system, the reed count is :

(i) Number of dents per 2 inch

(ii) Number of dents per 1 inch

(iii) Number of dents per 10 cm

(iv) Number of dents per 1 cm
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(o) What will be the ratio of crankshaft to bottom shaft

in a shuttle loom for a 1/1 plain weave ?

(i) 1/2

(ii) 2/1

(iii) 1/1

(iv) None of the above

(p) State the objective of primary motion.

(q) What is sley eccentricity ratio ?

(r) State a weave for which dobby shedding is used.

(s) What is the crank angle at which picking occurs in

a shuttle loom ?

(t) What is the unit of weft insertion rate ? 20×1

Unit I

2. (a) What are the objectives of beat up motion ? Also

derive an expression of velocity of sley. 10

(b) Sketch the warp path in shuttle loom and stating

the function of each component. 10

3. (a) Discuss the different types of picking mechanism used

in shuttle looms with their features. Also explain the

over-pick mechanism with suitable sketches. 10

(b) Derive an expression for the shuttle velocity. 10
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Unit II

4. (a) What are the special features of 7 wheel take up

motion ? Also explain the working mechanism of 7

wheel take up motion with suitable figures. 10

(b) Derive an expression for the pick spacing of a

typical 7 wheel take up motion. 10

5. (a) Discuss the types and objective of warp protecting

motion. 10

(b) Explain the working mechanism of a Fast Reed

with suitable figures. 10

Unit III

6. (a) What are the merits of automatic looms ? Also

state the different loom components used for

automatic looms. 5

(b) Describe the working mechanism of an automatic

pirn changing with neat and labelled sketches. 15

7. Explain the working mechanism of 4×1 drop box

mechanism with labelled figures. 20
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Unit IV

8. What are the different types of Jacquards ? Also explain

the working mechanism of a double lift double cylinder

jacquard with suitable figures. 20

9. What is the function of a Dobby ? Also explain the

working mechanism of a double lift single jack dobby

with suitable figures. 20
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Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting one question

from each Unit. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

Unit I

1. (a) Attempt all questions :

Choose the correct answer from the choices given

below : 15×1=15

(i) If maturity of fibre is less nepping potential

will :

(1) Increase

(2) Decrease

(3) Remain same

(ii) Moisture regain of polyester is :

(1) 5

(2) 0.4

(3) 4.5

(iii) Honey dew of cotton fibres causes :

(1) Stickiness

(2) Degree of deposition of cellulose

(3) Increase in trash of fibre
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(iv) UHML of cotton fibre is :

(1) More than 50% span length

(2) Less than 50% span length

(3) Equal to 50% span length

(v) The AFIS–N is used to :

(1) Determine the short fibre%

(2) Number of neps

(3) Maturity of cotton fibres

(vi) U% is defined as :

(1) Short term irregularity

(2) Medium term irregularity

(3) Long term irregularity

(vii) Twist in yarn is given to impart :

(1) Strength

(2) Lusture

(3) Evenness

(viii) Neps are more probable to occur for :

(1) Longer and finer fibre

(2) Coarser fibre

(3) Short fibre

(ix) Inclined plane tester works on :

(1) CRE principle

(2) CRT principle

(3) CRL

(x) Fineness of wool is expressed in :

(1) micron

(2) micro grams per inch

(3) denier
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(xi) Strength of viscose yarn after absorbing

moisture :

(1) increases

(2) decreases

(3) remains same

(xii) Pressley index measures

(1) Strength of cotton fibre

(2) Elongation of cotton fibre

(3) Both strength and elongation

(xiii) The AFIS measures the following length of

cotton fibre :

(1) UHML

(2) 2.5% and 50% span length

(3) Mean fibre

(xiv) Classimat-II works on :

(1) Capacitance principle

(2) Photoelectric principle

(3) Electro-pneumatic principle

(xv) Denier is :

(1) Direct count system

(2) Indirect count system

(3) Both (1) and (2)

(b) Answer all the questions : 5×1=5

(i) What is Elastic hysteresis ?

(ii) Define Work Factor.

(iii) What is Random Sampling ?

(iv) Define CV%.

(v) What is Breaking length ?
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Unit II

2. (a) Discuss importance of testing. What are the factors

need to be considered while carrying out testing of

textile products ? 10

(b) Discuss effect of moisture on strength of cotton and

viscose fibre. How do you measure moisture regain

of textile fibre ? 10

3. (a) What do you mean by sampling ? Discuss sampling

technique for testing of cotton fibre. 10

(b) Discuss the factors which affect the moisture regain

of a textile fibre. Discuss working of Shirley

moisture meter. 10

Unit III

4. Discuss in detail the working of AFIS used for measuring

the properties of cotton fibres. How does it help in

controlling neps in the yarn ? 20

5. Discuss the significance of fineness of cotton fibres.

Describe with a neat sketch airflow method of

determination of fineness of cotton fibres. 20

Unit IV

6. What do you mean by U% ? Why is it necessary to

measure U% and total imperfections in a yarn ? Describe

with a neat sketch the working of a modern evennessess

tester. 20
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7. With a schematic diagram discuss various types of fault

present in a yarn. Discuss the measuring principle of

capacitive type yarn fault tester. How does it different

from optical type faults tester ? 20

Unit V

8. Discuss with a neat sketch the effect of twist on tensile

strength of a yarn. With special reference to cohesion and

obliquity effect. Discuss the working principle of CRE,

CRT and CRL testing device. 20

9. (a) Define the following terms and mention their

units : 10

(i) Tenacity

(ii) Breaking length

(iii) Work Factor

(iv) Work of rupture.

(b) Discuss machine and time rate of loading of

pendulum lever strength tester. 10
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Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Section A

Note : Attempt all questions.

1. (a) The essentially primary property for a fibre forming

polymer is : 20×1=20

(i) Crystallizability

(ii) Density

(iii) Very low molecular weight

(iv) Absorbency

(b) Glass transition temperature associates with :

(i) Amorphous region

(ii) Crystalline region

(iii) Both amorphous and crystalline region

(iv) Functional groups in polymer

(c) Degree of polymerization means :

(i) Number of polymer molecules

(ii) Number of bonds in the molecule

(iii) Number of repeat units

(iv) Number of functional groups in the molecule
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(d) Fibre forming polymer should have :

(i) Isotropic property

(ii) Anisotropic property

(iii) Both Isotropic and anisotropic property

(iv) Low melting point

(e) Which fibre is not related to melt spinning ?

(i) Polyester (ii) Nylon

(iii) Viscose Rayon (iv) Polyethylene

(f) Which of the following is a primary variable in

melt spinning ?

(i) Extrusion temperature

(ii) Denier of filament

(iii) Tensile force at take-up device

(iv) Average extrusion velocity

(g) Dry spinning involves :

(i) One way mass transfer

(ii) Two way mass transfer

(iii) Three way mass transfer

(iv) Four way mass transfer

(h) Coagulation associates with :

(i) Melt spinning (ii) Dry spinning

(iii) Wet spinning (iv) High speed spinning.
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(i) DMT associates with :

(i) Polyester (ii) Nylon

(iii) Acrylic (iv) Viscose

(j) In TPA route, the by-product formed is :

(i) Monoethylene glycol

(ii) Diethyl alcohol

(iii) Water

(iv) Oligomer

(k) Which of the following polymers is washed prior to

spinning ?

(i) Polyester (ii) Nylon

(iii) Polypropylene (iv) Acrylic

(l) Which of the following is not related to Nylon

6/66 ?

(i) Phthalic acid

(ii) Caprolactum

(iii) Hexamethylene diamine

(iv) Adipic acid

(m) Drawing of polymer :

(i) Improves orientation and crystallinity

(ii) Reduces melting temperature

(iii) Reduces strength

(iv) Reduces stability
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(n) Heat setting :

(i) Improves dimensional stability

(ii) Increases residual shrinkage

(iii) Increases strength and breaking elongation %

(iv) Improves orientation

(o) Viscose, in general, is spun in :

(i) Melt spinning

(ii) Solution spinning

(iii) Gel spinning

(iv) Liquid crystal spinning

(p) What are thermoplastic materials ?

(q) Define Polyester.

(r) Name the reactants to obtain Nylon 66 polymer.

(s) Which polymer is obtained through gas phase

polymerization techniques ?

(t) Define draw ratio.

Section B

Note : Attempt any one question.

2. (a) Discuss homopolymers, copolymers, thermosets and

elastomers with their characteristics along with

suitable examples. 10

(b) Discuss suspension and emulsion polymerization

with suitable examples. 10
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3. (a) Discuss the significance of glass transition

temperature and melting point of a polymer. 5

(b) Discuss the mechanism of condensation and gas

phase polymerization technique. 10

(c) Compare addition and condensation polymerization.

5

Section C

Note : Attempt any one question.

4. (a) Explain the production of PET multifilament via

DMT route. 10

(b) Mention all chemical reactions involved to produce

Nylon 6 and Nylon 66, with all possible side

reactions. 10

5. (a) What are the advantages of PTA route over DMT

route ? 5

(b) Mention merits and demerits associated with ICP

process. 5

(c) Discuss continuous suspension polymerization and

gas phase polymerization techniques to manufacture

polypropylene polymer. 10
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Section D

Note : Attempt any one question.

6. (a) Draw a neat schematic diagram of melt spinning

line and briefly describe the function of each unit. 15

(b) Comapre melt spinning with other spinning

systems. 5

7. (a) How do the melt spinning conditions influence the

structure and properties of filaments ? Justify with

examples. 15

(b) How does frictional characteristics of melt influence

forward movement of melt in an extruder ? 5

Section E

Note : Attempt any one question.

8. (a) Mention the influence of coagulation-variables on

structure of acrylic fibre. 10

(b) Discuss regeneration of viscose in the coagulation

bath. 5

(c) Define heat-setting. What is its basic principle ? 5
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9. (a) Explain dry and wet spinning processes. Also,

compare them. 10

(b) Explain Dry-jet-wet spinning and its advantages over

normal wet spinning. 5

(c) How is high shrinkage acrylic fibre produced ?

How does it differ from normal acrylic fibre in

terms of structure and properties ? 5
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Note : In Section A (Q. No. 1) is compulsory. Answer any one

question from each of the remaining four Sections. All

questions carry equal marks.

Section A

1. (i) Best Quality wool is :

(a) Crossbreed

(b) Carpet Wool

(c) Merino

(d) Long wool

(ii) Gilling operation mostly removes :

(a) Trailing hooks

(b) Leading hooks

(c) Leading and trailing equally

(d) None of the above



(iii) In Jute spinning, Breaker cards are :

(a) Up striking and full circular

(b) Up striking and half circular

(c) Down striking and full circular

(d) Down striking and half circular

(iv) Which of the following processes is not used in

Semi-worsted system of yarn spinning ?

(a) Gilling (b) Combing

(c) Scouring (d) Roving

(v) One kilogram of 50 Nm yarn have the length

approximately equals to :

(a) 20 km (b) 50 km

(c) 80 km (d) 100 km

(vi) Jute count is expressed as :

(a) Weight in lbs for 14400 yards of yarn

(b) Weight in lbs for 256 yards of yarn

(c) Weight in lbs for 840 yards of yarn

(d) 256 yards in 1 lb

(vii) The objective of polyester blend with Cotton/Viscose

is :

(a) Increase production at ring frame

(b) For economic purpose

(c) Reduce end breakages

(d) All of the above
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(viii) Equivalent of 20 Ne is around :

(a) 20 Tex (b) 30 Tex

(c) 40 Tex (d) 50 Tex

(ix) Woollen Count is expressed as :

(a) 250 yards in 1 lb

(b) 840 yards in l lb

(c) 520 yards in 1 lb

(d) 256 yards in l lb

(x) Wrapper fibre hold the structure of :

(a) Ring yarn (b) Rotor yarn

(c) Air-jet yarn (d) Friction yarn

(xi) The rigidity of which yarn is maximum ?

(a) Ring yarn (b) Rotor yarn

(c) Air-jet yarn (d) Friction yarn

(xii) What is moisture regain of silk ?

(a) 11% (b) 18%

(c) 7% (d) 2%

(xiii) Which of the following spinning system processes

long staple fibre ?

(a) Woollen spinning

(b) Cotton spinning

(c) Worsted spinning

(d) Semi-Worsted Spinning
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(xiv) TiO2 is added to manmade fibres as :

(a) Delustering agent

(b) Lustering agent

(c) Increase crimp

(d) Decrease crimp

(xv) Which yarn is most regular ?

(a) Ring yarn (b) Rotor yarn

(c) Air-jet yarn (d) Friction yarn

(xvi) What is a wrapper fibre ?

(xvii) What is gilling operation and how is it different

form a cotton drawframe ?

(xviii) Define clock length and dollop weight.

(xix) Why licker-in has negative rake wire for polyester

fibre processing ?

(xx) Define woollen and metric count. 20×1=20

Section B

2. (a) Discuss the working mechanism of worsted card

with a suitable diagram. How is it different from

woollen card ? 14

(b) Mention the objective of a carbonizing process.

Discuss the different methods of carbonizing of

wool fibres. 6
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3. (a) Give a comparative assessment of woollen and

worsted yarns along with their process sequence. 10

(b) Explain the working of rectilinear comber for

worsted spinning with suitable diagrams. 10

Section C

4. (a) Give a detailed classification of different types of

Jute yarns. 10

(b) Explain the process of batching of Hessian yarn

and Sacked yarns. 10

5. (a) Explain the principle of carding of Jute yarns with

suitable diagrams. 10

(b) Explain the process of silk reeling with neat and

clean diagram. 10

Section D

6. (a) With suitable diagrams, explain the influence of

fibres stress-strain characteristics and blend ratio on

tensile properties of a blended yarn. 10

(b) Draw the flow chart of process to spun polyester-

wool blend on worsted system. 10

7. (a) What precautions are required to process long staple

fibres on ring spinning system ? 8

(b) What are the objectives of blending ? Explain

different technique of blending at blowroom along

with their advantages and disadvantages. 12
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Section E

8. (a) Explain the principle of yarn formation on Air-jet

spinning system with suitable diagram and mention

the function of individual parts. 10

(b) Discuss the function and design of different parts

of rotor spinning system along with their impact on

yarn quality. 10

9. (a) Discuss the principle of yarn formation on

DREF-III spinning system. How is it different from

DREF-II spinning system ? 10

(b) Give a comparative assessment of properties of ring,

rotor and friction spun yarns. 10
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Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Answer any one question from

each of the remaining four Units. All questions carry

equal marks.

1. (i) Which of the following motion is a secondary

motion in an automatic shuttle loom ?

(a) Beat up

(b) Take up

(c) Automatic pirn change

(d) None of the above

(ii) The sley is primarily used for :

(a) Take up (b) Beat up

(c) Shedding (d) None of these

(iii) The correct unit of weft insertion rate is :

(a) metre (b) newton

(c) tex (d) Metre per minute

(iv) How many picks will be inserted if the r.p.m. of

the crankshaft of a shuttle loom is 200 ?

(a) 100 (b) 200

(c) 50 (d) None of these



(v) The power of picking in a shuttle loom does not

depend upon :

(a) Shuttle mass

(b) Reed width

(c) Crank shaft r.p.m.

(d) None of the above

(vi) The typical angle in degres of crank at which picking

starts in a shuttle loom is :

(a) 0 (b) 80

(c) 270 (d) None of these

(vii) For a single lift single cylinder jacquard, the cylinder

should turn :

(a) In every pick (b) In two picks

(c) In four picks (d) None of these

(viii) If a weave has 12 picks, then the most preferred

shedding mechanism is by :

(a) Cam (b) Dobby

(c) Jacquard (d) None of these

(ix) The component selvedge gripper is a part of :

(a) Projectile loom (b) Rapier loom

(c) Airjet loom (d) None of these

(x) The most versatile shuttleless loom is considered

for :

(a) Airjet (b) Projectile

(c) Rapier (d) None of these

(2)L-34061 2



(xi) Highest weft insertion rate can be achieved for :

(a) Projectile

(b) Rapierl

(c) Airjet

(d) Automatic shuttle loom

(xii) Which type of loom use Profile Reed ?

(a) Airjet

(b) Rapier

(c) Projectile

(d) Automatic shuttle loom

(xiii) Which of the following packages are preferred for

wefts in shuttleless looms ?

(a) Cone (b) Ring Bobbins

(c) Pirn (d) None of these

(xiv) Which of the following yarn types is preferred for

waterjet looms ?

(a) Cotton spun yarns

(b) Viscose spun yarns

(c) Polyester filaments

(d) None of the above

(xv) The fabric production (in metre) in a loom does not

depend upon :

(a) Yarn count (b) R.P.M. of crank

(c) Picks per inch (d) None of these

(xvi) State the objectives of auxiliary motion.

(xvii) State the drawbacks of shuttle looms.
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(xviii) Write two manufacture names of Electronic

Jacquard.

(xix) Which type of shuttleless loom is preferred to weave

50,000 m plain woven fabric with regard to cost of

production ?

(xx) State the names of secondary motions. 20×1

Unit I

2. (a) Discuss the merits and demerits of shuttle loom.

Also explain the different motions required for the

functioning of the loom. 10

(b) Explain the cam shedding mechanism for the

production of plain woven fabrics with a neat

labelled diagram. Also mention the ratio of cranks

shaft to bottom shaft r.p.m. 10

3. (a) Discuss the different types of stop motions used in

the automatic loom and their utility for the fabric

quality. 10

(b) Describe the working principle of the FAST REED

mechanism with neat and labelled diagram. 10

Unit II

4. (a) Describe the need of the jacquard shedding. Also

state the different types of mechanical jaquard with

their characteristics. 10
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(b) Explain the working mechanism of the Double Lift

Double Cylinder Jacquard with suitable diagrams. 10

5. (a) Discuss the factors that affect shuttle velocity. Also

derive a suitable equation for shuttle velocity. 10

(b) Calculate the average shuttle velocity from the

following particulars :

Width of warp in reed = 1.2 m, Effective length of

shuttle = 30 cm, Loom speed = 240 picks/min and

Degree of crank shaft rotation available for the

passage of shuttle = 140º. 10

Unit III

6. (a) Discuss the operating weft insertion principle for

an airjet loom with suitable diagrams. 15

(b) Discuss the merits and limitations of airject loom.

5

7. (a) Discuss the working principle of weft and warp

shed wave principles of multiphase looms. 15

(b) Discuss the reasons of failure of multiphase looms

in commercial purposes. 5
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Unit IV

8. Calculate the production of fabric (in metres) in 8 Hours

for an airject loom from the following particulars :

Loom R.P.M. = 900, Loom Width = 180 cm, Warp and

weft count = 40s, Warp and weft contraction = 12%,

Average stoppage time per hour = 7 minutes. 20

9. Compare the typical weft insertion rate, loom width and

power consumption for production square metre of fabric

for different types of shuttleless looms. Also discuss their

techno-economics aspects of productivity. 20
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BT-4/M-20 34137
YARN MANUFACTURING-II

TT-202N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : In Section A, Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Answer any one

question from each of the remaining four Sections. All

questions carry equal marks.

Section A 1×15=15

1. (i) In combing machine feed amount moved per cycle

has influence on :

(a) Noil percentage

(b) Quality of combing operation

(c) Production rate

(d) All of the above

(ii) Which fibre properties increases after combing ?

(a) Short fibre %

(b) Mean length

(c) Effective length

(d) All of the above
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(iii) What is the right sequence of backward feeding ?

(a) Combing  Detachment  Feed  Combing

(b) Combing  Feed  Combing  Detachment

(c) Detachment  Combing  Feed  Combing

(d) Combing  Feed  Detachment  Combing

(iv) Buffing means :

(a) High level of draft

(b) Variation in roving hank

(c) Grinding process of coats of drafting roller

(d) Chemical treatment of roller coats

(v) Which is a drafting element at simplex ?

(a) False twister

(b) Spindle

(c) Flyer

(d) Apron

(vi) Level of TM at ring frame for polyester yarn is :

(a) 2.8

(b) 3.3

(c) 3.8

(d) 4.3

(vii) Bobbin speed in bobbin leading mechanism :

(a) Initially low but gradually increases

(b) Initially high but gradually decreases

(c) Is equal to flyer speed

(d) Is less than flyer speed
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(viii) Maximum spindle speed can be achieved by :

(a) Bottom driven flyer

(b) Top driven flyer

(c) Closed flyer

(d) None of the above

(ix) If fibre length changed from 38 to 51 mm, which

drafting elements need to be change at ringframe ?

(a) Spacer

(b) Cradle

(c) Saddle

(d) Cot

(x) Compact yarns are better than ring yarns in terms

of :

(a) Strength

(b) Lustre

(c) Hairiness

(d) All of the above

(xi) The traveler speed at ring frame is generally :

(a) 40 m/min

(b) 40 m/sec

(c) 20000 m/min

(d) 20000 m/sec
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(xii) The Eccetric roller at ring frame will not affect :

(a) Strength

(b) Unevenness

(c) Count

(d) Imperfection

(xiii) If 60 Ne yarn is doubted at doubling, the resultant

count of yarn will be :

(a) 30 Tex

(b) 20 Tex

(c) 5 Ne

(d) 120 Ne

(xiv) Yarn tension during doubling is more in :

(a) Ring doubler

(b) TFO

(c) Equal in both

(d) Any thing possible

(xv) The function of roving traverse guide at ringframe

is :

(a) Roving guide

(b) Prevention of channeling of cots

(c) Roving unwinding

(d) Prevention of undrafting of roving
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Section B

2. (a) Why do we do combing ? Explain the timing

diagram for combing operation. 9

(b) Discuss the influence of following on noil

extraction :

(i) Detachment setting

(ii) Top comb setting

(iii) Draft during lap preparation. 6

3. (a) Discuss modern development in combing with their

significance. 10

(b) What is backward feeding and forward feeding at

combing ? How does the feed at combing affect the

level of noil extraction ?

Discuss the principle of drafting a fly frame and

briefly define the function of each element of

drafting system. 5

Section C

4. (a) What is Flyer leading and Bobbing leading principle

at fly frame ? Which system of winding is used

nowadays and why ? 8

(b) What changes are required on speed frame for

polyester fibre processing ? 7
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5. (a) Discuss the function and importance of different

drafting elements at speed frame. 10

(b) Calculate the production speed frame in gms/spindle

shift if spindle speed is 1200 rpm and producing a

roving of hank 1.0 Ne with 1.2 TM. Assume

efficiency of machine is 90%. 5

Section D

6. (a) Discuss the function of ABC ring, traveller clearer,

separator and spacer in ring spinning. 6

(b) Discuss numerous type of ring and traveller

combination along with their suitability. Also

mention their advantage and disadvantages. 9

7. (a) Discuss the mechanism of package formation on

ring spinning machine. How the shape of bobbin is

obtained ? 7

(b) What is Compact Spinning ? Mention its advantages

and disadvantages over ring spinning. 8

Section E

8. (a) Mention the objective of Doubling. Explain the

principle of TFO with suitable diagrams. 9
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(b) Calculate the production of a 1096 spindles ring

frame in kgs/hr if spindle rotates at 22,000 rpm and

producing a yarn of 40sNe with 4.2 TM. Assume

efficiency of machine is 90%. 6

9. (a) Discuss different systems of dry and wet doubling. 8

(b) Mention different requirement of feed package

suitable on TFO. 7
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 06

BT-4/M-20 34138
FABRIC MANUFACTURE-II

TT-204-N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Answer any one question from

each of the remaining four Units. All questions carry

equal marks.

1. (a) Which type of package is used for picking in shuttle

looms ?

(i) Cone

(ii) Warper's beam

(iii) Pirn

(iv) Cheese

(b) In case of twill weave (2/1) the healds will return

to the same position in :

(i) Every pick

(ii) Two picks

(iii) Three picks

(iv) None of the above

(c) What will be the phase difference between the

shedding cams for the 3/1 twill weave ?

(i) Zero degree



(ii) 90 degrees

(iii) 180 degrees

(iv) 270 degrees

(d) What will be the type of Jaquard if the cylinder

turns in two pick ?

(i) Single lift and single cylinder

(ii) Double lift and single cylinder

(iii) Double lift and double cylinder

(iv) None of the above

(e) The typical crank angle in degrees at which picking

operates in a shuttle loom :

(i) 0

(ii) 110

(iii) 270

(iv) 300

(f) What is the function of reed ?

(i) To control the warp tension

(ii) To control the weft breakages

(iii) To help in beating

(iv) To stop the fabric width contraction

(g) What will be the picks inserted per minute if the

R.P.M. of the shuttle loom is 300 ?

(i) 100

(ii) 200

(iii) 300

(iv) None of the above
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(h) What will be the approximate pick spacing for a

7 wheel take up motion with 60 teeth of change

wheel ?

(i) 1/40 inch

(ii) 1/50 inch

(iii) 1/60 inch

(iv) None of the above

(i) Which of the following are used to control the

warp tension ?

(i) Sheeding

(ii) Take up

(iii) Let off

(iv) None of the above

(j) Fast reed mechanism is used for the :

(i) Warp stop

(ii) Weft stop

(iii) Warp protection

(iv) None of the above

(k) Side weft fork motion detects the weft break in :

(i) Every pick

(ii) Two picks

(iii) Four picks

(iv) None of the above

(l) Rotary dobby is :

(i) Negative

(ii) Positive

(iii) Continuous

(iv) Intermittent
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(m) The preferred to be shedding mechanism for weaving

of a 2 × 2 matt weave is :

(i) Tapped

(ii) Dobby

(iii) Jaquard

(n) As per Radcliffe system, the reed count is :

(i) Number of dents per 2 inch

(ii) Number of dents per 1 inch

(iii) Number of dents per 10 inch

(iv) Number of dents per 1 cm

(o) What will be the ratio of crankshaft to bottom shaft in

a shuttle loom for a 2/1 twill weave ? 15×1=15

(i) 1/2

(ii) 2/1

(iii) 3/1

(iv) 1/3

Unit I

2. (a) Discuss the objectives of different types of loom

motions. Also with the help of suitable figures,

explain the negative tappet shedding mechanism. 10

(b) Discuss the function of Lease rods, Back rest and

Reed. 5
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3. (a) Derive an expression for the acceleration of sley.

Also find out the maximum acceleration and the

position where it will occur. 10

(b) What is the Bumping Condition ? Also mention the

precautions to avoid this situation. 5

Unit II

4. (a) What are the special features of 5 wheel take up

motion ? Also explain the working mechanism of

5 wheel take up motion with suitable figures. 10

(b) Derive an expression for the pick spacing of a

typical 5 wheel take up motion. 5

5. (a) Discuss the types and objective of warp stop motion.

5

(b) Explain the working mechanism of a mechanical

warp stop motion with suitable figures. 10

Unit III

6. (a) What are the merits of automatic looms ? Also

state the different loom components used for

automatic looms. 5

(b) Describe the working mechanism of an automatic

pirn changing  with neat and labelled sketches. 10
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7. Explain the working mechanism of 4 × 1 drop box

mechanism with labelled figures. 15

Unit IV

8. What are the different types of Jaquards ? Also explain

the working mechanism of a single lift single cylinder

jaquard with suitable figures. 15

9. What is the function of a Dobby ? Also explain the

working mechanism of a double lift double jack dobby

with suitable figures. 15
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BT-4/M-20 34139
TEXTILE CHEMICAL PROCESSING-II

TT-206-N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Answer any one question from

each of the remaining four units. All questions carry

equal marks.

1. (a) Solution dyeing is also called :

(i) Dope dyeing

(ii) Pigment dyeing

(iii) Garment dyeing

(iv) Stock dyeing

(b) Printing of fabric is also known as :

(i) Padding

(ii) Localized dyeing

(iii) Resist dyeing

(iv) Discharge printing

(c) Durable water-repellent finishes are based on :

(i) Silicone product

(ii) Resins

(iii) Metallic salt

(iv) Cellulace based
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(d) Process raising is also known as :

(i) Sueding

(ii) Napping

(iii) Shearing

(iv) Cutting

(e) How many effects can be generated from the process

called calendering ?

(i) One

(ii) Three

(iii) Five

(iv) Seven

(f) Which process is known as antishrinkage range ?

(i) Calendering

(ii) Sanforising

(iii) Raising

(iv) Napping

(g) Name the instrument of crease resistant test :

(i) Stelometer

(ii) Zellwegerusterfibrograph

(iii) Shireley crease recovery tester

(iv) Launderometer

(h) Pigment printing is based on :

(i) Fabric surface dyeing

(ii) Penetration of dyes

(iii) Both of the above

(iv) None of the above
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(i) Which of the following will be not continuous

dyeing machine ?

(i) Pad-Dry process

(ii) Pad-steam process

(iii) Thermosol process

(iv) HTHP

(j) Batik is the type of :

(i) Roller printing

(ii) Discharge printing

(iii) Resist printing

(iv) Screen printing

(k) Which instrument is used for the testing of rubbing

fastness ?

(i) Launderometer

(ii) Crockmeter

(iii) Perspirometer

(iv) Stelometer

(l) Which of the dyes are insoluble in water ?

(i) Direct dyes

(ii) Disperse dyes

(iii) Basic dyes

(iv) Reactive dyes

(m) Which of the following will not be the remedy for

uneven dyeing ?

(i) By ensuring even pretreatment

(ii) Hardness of water

(iii) Proper dosing of dyes and chemicals

(iv) Proper controlling of dyeing machine
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(n) Which dye is used for transfer printing ?

(i) Disperse dye

(ii) Direct dye

(iii) Vat dye

(iv) Reactive dye

(o) Which one is not a type of screen printing ?

(i) Stencil

(ii) Flat bed

(iii) Rotary

(iv) Roller. 15×1

Unit I

2. Explain various styles of printing. Also name different

methods of printing. 15

3. Explain different mechanism and type of transfer printing.

15

Unit II

4. Define calendering. Also give detailed description along

with the different type used for the process. 15

5. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Anti crease finishes 7

(b) Water repellent finishes 8
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Unit III

6. Explain continuous pretreatment range along with the

neat line diagram. 15

7. Write brief notes on :

(a) Tie and dye 8

(b) Batik printing. 7

Unit IV

8. How the light fastness test will be experimented ? Explain.

15

9. Discuss ecofriendly processing and also discuss various

effluent treatment  steps. 15
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BT-4/M-20 34140
TEXTILE TESTING-I

TT-208-N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Section. Q. No. 1 is compulsory.

All questions carry equal marks.

Section A

1. Answer in brief :

(i) Define Standard.

(ii) When do we use Zonning technique of sampling ?

(iii) What is the significance of CIW ?

(iv) What will be the moisture regain if the material has

a moisture content of 7.5% ?

(v) What is uniformity ratio ? Define.

(vi) What does AFIS stand for ?

(vii) Give the formula for calculating Fibre Bundle

Tenacity from the results of Stelometer.

(viii) How are span length and effective length related to

each other ?



(ix) The worsted count for 60s English will be how

much ?

(x) Define FQI.

(xi) How many faults are there in classimat and

classifault systems ?

(xii) When do we use Variance Length Curves ?

(xiii) Out of CRT, CRE and CRT, Instron works on which

method ?

(xiv) Define Hairiness Index given by Uster Evenness

Tester.

(xv) What is Toughness Index ? Define. 15×1=15

Section B

2. (a) Write a note on Routine Sampling Techniques used

in the textile industry.

(b) Differentiate Random and Biased Sample. Enumerate

the causes of biased sample. 8+7

3. (a) Explain the principle and working of Shirley

Moisture Meter. Compare with conditioning oven

for accuracy.

(b) With the help of an example, describe the method

of finding CIW. 8+7=15
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Section C

4. (a) Define various length parameters used to express

cotton fibre length.

(b) How can the length parameters be derived from

FIBROGRAM ? 8+7=15

5. (a) Explain the principle and working of any one

instrument for measuring cotton fibre fineness.

(b) Define maturity parameters for cotton fibres. How

are these related to each other ? 8+7=15

Section D

6. (a) Define Multiplying factor and conversion factor in

relation to yarn numbering. With the help of

examples, derive two each.

(b) Discuss the principle and working of a balance

used to find warp and weft count directly. 9+6=15

7. (a) How can periodic variations be measured ?

(b) Explain the principle and working of any one

evenness tester based on capacitive method.

5+10=15
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Section E

8. (a) How can yield point be located ? Describe various

methods.

(b) Discuss the factors affecting tensile properties of

textile in relation to their testing. 8+7=15

9. (a) What is the significance of Yarn Hairiness ? How

can it be measured ?

(b) Describe any one instrument based on Inclined plane

principle for tensile loading. 8+7=15

(2)L-34140 4 __
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BT-4/M-20 34141
TEXTILE FIBRE-II

TT-210N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all including Q. No. 1 which

is compulsory. Select one question from each Unit.

(Compulsory Question)

1. (a) What is DMT ?

(b) What do you mean by Solution Spinning ?

(c) Define Polymerisation.

(d) What do you understand by Melt Spinning ?

(e) What do you mean by PET ?

(f) Define TPA.

(g) What do you mean by Spinning Stretch ?

(h) What is Tm ?

(i) Define Tg.

(j) What do you mean by PAN ?

(k) What do you mean by Heat Setting ?

(l) What is Polymer ?

(m) What do you mean by Thermosets ?

(n) What are Polyamides ?

(o) Define Filament. 1×15=15
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Unit I

2. Compare between Monomer and Polymer. What are the

various properties of Monomers and Polymers required to

be used as Textile Fibre ? Also discuss the importance of

Co-monomer, oligomer, co-polymer and homo-polymer in

the properties of fibre-forming polymers. 15

3. What are Polymerisation techniques ? Classify various

types of Polymers. With suitable examples, explain

Polymerisation mechanisms and new Polymerisation

techniques. 15

Unit II

4. Compare between Nylon-6 and Nylon-66. Discuss in detail

the polymerisation of Nylon-6 and Nylon-66. Also discuss

the properties and applications of Nylon-6 and Nylon-66

in Textile and Apparel Industries. 15

5. What are Polyester Fibres ? Discuss the salient features

and properties of Polyester Fibres. With the help of neat

sketches, discuss the principle of formation of Polyester

Filament yarns and fibres. Also discuss the application of

Polyester material in clothing sector. 15
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Unit III

6. What are the equipment and cooling systems that are

used in MELT Spinning ? With the help of neat diagram,

explain the working principle of Melt Spinning Plant.

Also, discuss, how it differs with General Spinning

System ? What are the different properties and applications

of Melt-Spun Yarns ? Briefly Explain. 15

7. What are Die-Swell effect ? With the help of neat

sketches, discuss the Spinning Stretch during extrusion of

filament. Also discuss the effect of Spinning Stretch on

filament structure and properties of Polyester and

Polyamide fibres. 15

Unit IV

8. Compare between Dry Spinning and Wet Spinning. With

the help of neat sketches, explain the mechanism of

VISCOSE FILAMENT YARN MANUFACTURING.

Also, give structure and properties of VISCOSE

FILAMENT YARN. 15

9. What do you mean by DRY-JET WET SPINNING ? How

Acrylic fibre is being manufactured ? With the help of

neat diagram, explain the manufacturing process of

ACRYLIC FIBRE. Also, discuss the effect of spinning

variables on structure and properties of Acrylic fibres.

15
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BT-6/M-20 36074
THEORY OF TEXTILE STRUCTURE

Paper : TT-302-A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) State the assumptions of the idealized helical yarn. Also
mention the relation between twist contraction factor
and twist retraction factor. 5

(b) Discuss the concept of limit of twist. Derive the
theoretical maximum twist angle for an idealized helical
yarn. 15

2. (a) Discuss the different types of packing of fibers in yarn
and give a comparative assessment of radius of yarn,
packing coefficient and total number of fibers at the
7th layer. 14

(b) Discuss the factors which deviates the ideal fiber
packing from real yarns. 6

UNIT–II

3. (a) State the definition of ideal migration. Also describe
the characterization techniques used for the fiber
migration. 12

(b) Describe the mechanism of fiber migration. Also state
conditions for migration to occur. 8
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4. (a) Why seven ply structure was used for the study of fiber

migration ? Also mention the conditions for the

migration to achieve. 10

(b) Discuss the different experimental techniques used to

study the fiber migration behaviour. Also mention the

parameters which affect the fiber migration. 10

UNIT–III

5. (a) State the parameters used for the study of tensile

behaviour of filament yarns with the help of stress-strain

curve. 6

(b) Derive an theoretical modulus of a continuous filament

yarn with idealised helical structure assuming there is

only tensile forces and no change of diameter during

extension. 14

6. (a) Discuss the causes of breakages in staple fiber yarns

with suitable  figures. 10

(b) Discuss the effect of twist on strength of spun yarns as

per the modified approach by Hearle and El Sheikh.

10

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Derive the following equation for an square jammed

fabric as per the Pierce's fabric geometry

2 2
1 21 1 1

p p

D D
� � � �� � � �� � � �	 
 	 
 . 12
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(b) Calculate the fabric GSM, fabric thickness and cover

factor for a square fabric woven with the following

particulars

Yarns per cm = 30 Yarn Tex = 40, Warp and weft

crimp percentage is 10, fiber density = 1.39 gm/cm3

and yarn packing coefficient = 0.65. 8

8. (a) Discuss the merits and demerits of Kemp's race track
model. Also state the various inference from this theory.

15

(b) A fabric has 18 ends per cm, 24 packs per cm, 12%
warp crimp and 18% weft crimp. Can it be pulled in
warp direction ? Justify the answer with calculations.

5
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BT-6/M-20 36075
TEXTILE  TESTING–II

Paper : TT-322

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each Section.

SECTION–A

1. (a) Discuss the principle and working operation of any one

instrument used for measuring fabric thickness. Why

do we measure fabric thickness ?

(b) Define Crimp. Discuss any one instrument to measure

% crimp. What is its significance ? (10+10)

2. (a) Explain the principle and working of Shirley Crease

Recovery Tester.

(b) Define Drape coefficient. Explain the method of its

measurement for limpy fabric. (10+10)

SECTION–B

3. (a) Differentiate between Tensile, Tearing and Burting

strength of a fabric.

(b) Discuss the factors affecting the results of tensile testing.
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(c) Explain Hydraulic Bursting Strength Tester in detail.

(5+5+10)

4. (a) Define the terms Bending length, Flexural rigidity and

Bending modulus. Describe in detail the principle and

working of any one instrument used to measure these.

(b) What is meant by Shearing hysteresis of a fabric ? What

is its significance ? How can it be measured ? List the

problems associated with its measurement. (10+10)

SECTION–C

5. (a) Explain the terms used to express Thermal comfort.

(b) How can fabric handle be assessed subjectively ?

Explain the method. (10+10)

6. (a) List the parameters considered during evaluation of a

fabric through KES. How are these used to find primary

hand value ?

(b) Discuss the factors affecting moisture absorption and

water repellency. How can the latter be measured ?

(10+10)

SECTION–D

7. (a) Explain the terms used to express filtration

characteristics.

(b) Enumerate the tests for Medical textile products and

outline the details for any one test. (6+14)
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8. (a) How are tolerance limits set for plotting a statistical

quality control chart ? What is the significance of such

charts ?

(b) Write a note on Carpet and non-woven testing.

(8+12)



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 3

BT-6/M-20 36076
GARMENT  TECHNOLOGY

Paper : TT-306A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each section.

SECTION–A

1. (a) Establish a relation between fabric properties and
making-up process. 5

(b) Describe the organizational set-up of the clothing
industry with examples. 10

(c) What are the various raw materials used for clothing
and accessories ? 5

2. (a) What is Sewability ? Explain the different types of trims
and garment accessories used for garments. 10

(b) Prepare a process flow of garment making with suitable
examples of each stage. 10

SECTION–B

3. (a) What is understood by the terms “Drafting” and
“Pattern-making” ? 5

(b) Mention the features of the different pattern-making
techniques for apparels. Draw neatly, wherever
necessary. 15

��������	�
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4. (a) Mention the different considerations for spreading

process. 5

(b) What are the various spreading techniques ? Explain

these with emphasis on symmetry of fabrics to be

spreaded. 15

SECTION–C

5. (a) What is the utility of garment marker ? Describe the

methods of marker planning and marking on fabrics.

10

(b) How is computerized marker planning different from

manual planning techniques ? 10

6. (a) Mention the requirements of a cutting room. 3

(b) Classify cutting devices with examples. 5

(c) What are the factors affecting the selection of cutting

devices ? 6

(d) What are cutting aids ? What are the features of various

cutting aids ? 6

SECTION–D

7. (a) Explain the following :

(i) Sewing threads.

(ii) Sewing problems. (2×5=10)

(b) What are the different stitch and seam classes used for

apparels ? Draw them neatly. 10



�������
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8. (a) Give the features of a conventional and a utility sewing

machine in detail. 8

(b) Justify the purpose of pressing and techniques used for

pressing. 8

(c) Define “Care labelling”. What are the methods for it

for apparels ? 4



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 3

BT-6/M-20 36077
KNITTING TECHNOLOGY

Paper : TT-308A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt any five questions taking at least one question

from each of section A, B, C & D.

SECTION–A

1. (a) What is Knitting? Compare between Warp and Weft

Knitting. Explain briefly. Also discuss the applications

of Woven and knitted fabrics. 10

(b) What are the elements of weft knitting machines? With

the help of neat sketches, discuss the working of Knitting

needles, sinkers and cams used in Weft knitting

machines. Also mention their parts. 10

2. (a) What are the Warp and Weft knitted fabrics? Explain

with the help of neat diagrams, the uses of such fabrics.

Classify different types of knitting machines. Explain

with the help of charts, the application of such machines.

10

(b) What are the structural elements of weft knitting? With

the help of neat sketches, discuss various types of

structural elements of knitting machines. Also discuss

various types of stitches used in weft knitted fabrics.

10

��������	�
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SECTION–B

3. (a) What kind of yarn quality is required in Knitting?

Explain briefly. What are the' fabric faults occurred in

Circular Knitting? Also discuss their causes and remedial

measures. 10

(b) What are Circular Knitting machines? If machine

diameter = 20 inch, feeder number = 90, course per

cm = 15, machine speed = 25 RPM and machine

efficiency is 90% then calculate the production per shift

of a single jersey circular knitting machine. 10

4. (a) What are the Specialty structures in Weft Knitting? With

the help of neat diagrams. Explain the formation of

Specialty structures in Weft Knitting. 10

(b) What do you mean by Cover Factor? How to measure

loop length, stitch density and fabric cover of a Weft

Knitted structures? Discuss briefly. 10

SECTION–C

5. (a) What do you understand by "Patterning in weft

knitting"? With the help of neat sketches, explain

different types of patterning devices used in weft

knitting machines. 10

(b) With the help of neat sketches, explain the formation

of knitted structures in Flat-bed knitting machines. Also

discuss the loop formation mechanism using LATCH

and BEARDED needle. 10
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6. (a) What are Knitting Cams? With the help of neat sketches,

explain the working principle of different Cams used

in Knitting Machines. Also, show the CAM Tracks

while loop formation takes place. 10

(b) What are Fabric Faults in Weft Knitted structures? With

the help of neat diagrams, Explain the Weft Knitted

Fabric faults, their causes and remedial measures. 10

SECTION–D

7. (a) What do you mean by Warp Knitting? Discuss the
classification of Warp Knitting. With the help of loop
structure, explain the concept of stitches in Warp Knitted
structures. 10

(b) What do you understand by Warp Knitted fabric
Geometry? With the help of loop structure, discuss the
various dimensional parameters like WPI, CPI, Loop
Length, Loop density, Areal density. 10

8. (a) With the help of neat sketches, explain the loop
formation techniques of Warp knitted structures by
Raschel and Tricot Knitting machines. 10

(b) What are the latest developments in Warp Knitted
structure? Explain with the help of neat sketches the
formation of special warp knitted structures. 10



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 5

BT-6/M-20 36138
TEXTILE TESTING-II

Paper–TT-304 N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in total. Question No. 1 is

compulsory. Attempt rest four questions, selecting one

question each from Unit II, III, IV and V.

UNIT–I

1. Attempt all questions :

(i) Thickness of a textile fabric depends on

(a) Pressure

(b) Temperature

(c) Relative humidity.

(ii) Drape coefficient of textile fabric is always

(a) < 1

(b) > l

(c) = 1.

(iii) Heat setting of polyester fabric is carry out to

(a) Control the dimensional stability

(b) Impart softness

(c) To impart thermal insulation properties.

��������	�
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(iv) Crease recovery property of a fabric expressed in

(a) Degree

(b) %

(c) gm per sq m.

(v) The tearing strength of fabric measured in Elemendorf

tear tester is expressed in unit of

(a) force

(b) energy

(c) by number having no unit.

(vi) In SI system unit of bending rigidity of a fabric is

(a) (μN-m)

(b) gm/cm

(c) N–m2.

(vii) After finishing with resin the breaking strength of fabric

(a) Increases

(b) Decreases

(c) Remain same.

(viii) Bursting strength is important for

(a) Garment

(b) Parachute fabric

(c) Furnishing fabric.

(ix) Thermal insulation property of a fabric increases with

(a) increase in thickness

(b) increase in air permeability

(c) decrease in thickness.



(x) Tensile strength of a fabric is always

(a) higher than tearing strength

(b) less than tear strength

(c) m equal to tear.

(xi) Following control chart is used for fraction defectives

(a) X-R chart

(b) P chart

(c) Np chart.

(xii) Tensile strength is applicable in

(a) Woven fabric

(b) Knitted fabric

(c) Nonwoven fabric.

(xiii) Seam puckering defect is more frequent in

(a) Fabric with higher bending rigidity

(b) Fabric with lower bending rigidity

(c) Fabric with higher tensile strength.

(xiv) Which of the following properties is more important

for apparel fabric?

(a) Tensile strength

(b) Tearing strength

(c) Bursting strength.

(xv) GSM of textile fabric depends on :

(a) Pressure

(b) Temperature

(c) None of these factors. (1×15=15)
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UNIT–II

2. What are the possible causes shrinkage of woollen, cotton

and polyester fabric ? Discuss in brief how do you measure

residual shrinkage and thickness of a fabric. 15

3. What are the possible reasons of formation of crease in a

textile fabric? Why does fabric made of cellulosic fibres are

more prone to form crease than that of polyester fibres ?

With a neat sketch discuss in brief the process of

determination of crease recovery of fabric. 15

UNIT–III

4. What do you mean by grab test and strip test of fabric tensile

strength testing ? Define the following terms and discuss

their importance (a) Breaking strength and eleongation

(b) Crimp Interchange (c) Weaving assistance. 15

5. Define the term tearing strength. How does it differ from

tensile strength of a fabric ? With a neat sketch discuss in

brief the process of determination of tearing strength of

fabric. 15

UNIT–IV

6. Define the term comfort of a fabric and classify comfort

properties of fabric. Discuss the importance of following

properties in determining thermo-physiological comfort

(a) Moisture vapour permeability (b) Wicking (c) Air

permeability. 15

�������
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7. Explain the term shear rigidity and bending rigidity of a

fabric and their importance : How are these parameters

measured in FAST. 15

UNIT–V

8. Discuss the important performance evaluation criteria of

protective textile and medical textile. How do you carry out

flame resistance testing ? 15

9. What do you mean by control chart? Discuss the different

type of control charts and their scope of applications. Discuss

in brief construction of control chart for defectives. 15

�������
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BT-6/M-20 36139
GARMENT  TECHNOLOGY

Paper–TT-306 N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each unit. Question No. 1 is compulsory.

Compulsory Quesetion

1. (a) How fabric properties affect the making up process ?

(b) What is meant by evaluation of sewing ?

(c) Mention some criteria for spreading.

(d) Write short notes on plasma cutting.

(e) What is the importance of care labelling in garment

manufacturing ? (5×3=15)

UNIT–I

2. (a) Discuss the organization chart of clothing factory.

(b) Discuss in detail, requirement of fabric properties for

garment construction.

(c) With neat diagram, distinguish between trims and

notions. (3×5=15)
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3. (a) With examples discuss different raw materials and

accessories for garment industry. 10

(b) Discuss the importance of clothing manufacturing in

textile industry globally. 15

UNIT–II

4. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Requirements of marker planning.

(b) Pattern making.

(c) Principle of lay planning. (3×5=15)

5. Distinguish between :

(a) Manual and Computerised marker planning.

(b) Drafting and Draping.

(c) Symmetrical and Asymmetrical fabrics. (3×5=15)

UNIT–III

6. With neat diagrams, discuss the different cutting tools used

for garment construction. 15

7. Distinguish between :

(a) Sloper and production pattern.

(b) Laser cutting and Die Cutting.

(c) Manual and CAD methods of pattern making.

(5×3=15)
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UNIT–IV

8. (a) With neat diagram, discuss the different components

of single needle sewing machine. 10

(b) Discuss the work aids used for sewing. 5

9. Distinguish between :

(a) Seam pucker and improper stitch formation.

(b) Sewing and fusing.

(c) Seam and stitch classes. (5×3=15)



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 4

BT-6/M-20 36140
KNITTING TECHNOLOGY

Paper–TT-308 N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Section-A (Question No. 1) is compulsory. Answer any
one question from each of the remaining four sections.
All questions carry equal marks.

SECTION–A

1. (a) Draw the structure of a weft knitted loop and label its
parts.

(b) Distinguish between 'rib gaiting' and 'purl gaiting'.

(c) Define the term 'machine pitch'.

(d) State the function of the sinker ring used in single jersey
weft knitting machines.

(e) Draw a typical sinker used in raschel warp knitting
machines and state its function.

(f) Define the term 'feeder density' and give its typical
range.

(g) Give the square paper notations of knitted loop stitch,
tuck stitch and float stitch.

(h) State what is meant by the term 'balanced structure' in
weft knitted fabrics?

(i) Draw the point paper notation of 'eightlock' weft knitted
structure.
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(j) Define the terms 'wale density' and 'course density'.

(k) State the 'law of amplification' related to weft knitted
fabric geometry.

(I) Mention and describe any one knitted fabric defect.

(m) Mention any two yarn quality requirements for knitting.

(n) State whether True or False : 'Presser bar is used in tricot
warp knitting machines'.

(o) State whether True or False: 'overlap followed by
underlap in the opposite direction gives open lap'. 15

SECTION–B

2. Give a comparison between knitted and woven fabrics
processes, machinery and fabric properties. 15

3. Draw a typical straight stem latch needle and give the function
of the different parts of the needle. Hence, by the help of
suitable diagrams discuss the knitting cycle of latch needle
in weft knitting machines. 15

SECTION–C

4. (a) Discuss the structure and production of tuck stitch.
Explain its effect on fabric properties and give its uses.

10

(b) Explain the phenomenon of 'laddering' in plain knit
structures. 5

5. Discuss by the help of suitable diagrams the structure and
production of purl weft knitted fabrics. 15



SECTION–D

6. (a) Derive suitable mathematical expressions for fabric

width, fabric areal density in grams/m2 and fractional

cover for plain weft knitted fabrics. Hence, define the

term tightness factor and state its significance. 10

(b) Estimate the wales per cm and courses per cm for a

fully relaxed plain weft knitted fabric with a stitch

density of 220 per cm2. Assume standard k-values for

your calculation. 5

7. (a) Explain the three relaxed states of knitted fabrics and

the associated structural changes in the fabric. Hence,

give the relationships between the k-values and the

different fabric constructional parameters for a relaxed

plain knitted fabric. 7

(b) Calculate the productivity in number of courses per

minute and the production in meters per hour of a plain

circular weft knitting machine producing plain fabric

with 16 courses/cm at 85% running efficiency. Consider

the total number of feeders to be 66 and the machine

speed to be 25 rpm. 8

SECTION–E

8. (a) Give a comparison between Raschel and Tricot warp

knitting machines. 6

(b) Give a brief description of the different knitting

elements in a tricot warp knitting machine. 9
��������	���� � �������



9. (a) Discuss the knitting cycle of a Raschel warp knitting

machine by the help of suitable diagrams. 12

(b) Discuss the structure and properties of 'Sharkskin' warp

knitted structure. 3
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BT-6/M-20 36142
MULTI  FIBRE  SPINNING

Paper–TT-312 N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Section A (Q. No. 1) is compulsory. Attempt one question

from each of the remaining four sections. All questions

carry equal marks.

SECTION–A

1. (i) Blending of cotton or viscose with polyester :

(a) Assist in trouble free carding.

(b) Reduces end breakages.

(c) Affect economics.

(d) None of the above.

(ii) Moisture regain of silk is :

(a) 2%

(b) 7%

(c) 11%

(d) 18%.

(iii) For good carding, the ratio of fibre length in mm to

fibre donier should not exceed :

(a) 25

(b) 35

(c) 45

(d) 55.

36142/PDF/KD/1785 [P.T.O.
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(iv) Addition of TiO2 in man made fibre leads to :

(a) Delustering

(b) Lustering

(c) Increase crimp

(d) Decrease crimp.

(v) For cotton spinning system, the most important fibre

property is :

(a) Stable length

(b) Fibre micronaire

(c) Fibre profile

(d) Fibre crimp.

(vi) In wool, the direction of friction results from :

(a) High moisture regain

(b) Scales

(c) Crimp

(d) Impurities.

(vii) In cotton spinning, highest waste is extracted at :

(a) Black room

(b) Carding

(c) Combing

(d) Winding.

(viii)Which of the following is best quality wool :

(a) Carpet wool

(b) Crossbred wool

(c) Merino wool

(d) Long wool.



(ix) Fibre crimp is expressed in terms of :

(a) Arcs/cm

(b) Fibre extension

(c) gm/tex

(d) Loop strength.

(x) In emulsion scouring, alkali is used :

(a) To maintain basic pH

(b) To dissolve saint

(c) To make soften the water

(d) To dissolve wool.

(xi) In jute processing, finisher cards are :

(a) Upstriking and half circular

(b) Upstriking and full circular

(c) Down striking and half circular

(d) Down striking and full circular.

(xii) Gilling operation mostly removes :

(a) Trailing hooks

(b) Leading hooks

(c) Both types of Hooks

(d) None of the above.

(xiii)Jute count is expressed as :

(a) Weight in lbs for 840 yards of yarn

(b) Weight in lbs for 256 yards of yarn

(c) Weight in lbs for 14400 yards of yarn

(d) 256 yards per lb.

36142//KD/1785 3 [P.T.O.



(xiv) Which of the following is hard waste :

(a) Blow room droppings

(b) Skeeping waste

(c) Noil

(d) Winding waste.

(xv) Which of the following system is suitable for longer

fibre spinning :

(a) Cotton spinning

(b) Woolen spinning

(c) Worsted spinning

(d) Semi-worsted spinning. (1×15=15)

SECTION–B

2. (a) Comment on the technological consideration involved

in selecting fibres for improved process performance

and yarn quality. 10

(b) Lay-down the wire clothing requirement for processing

synthetic fibres on a cotton card. 5

3. (a) Give a brief outline of various measures used to express

blend intimacy alongwith factors affecting it.

10

(b) Suggest the changes required at various stages of cotton

spinning system to process 1.5 den × 51 mm polyester.

5

36142//KD/1785 4



SECTION–C

4. (a) Why is carbonizing resorted to in commercial practice ?

Discuss various methods available for carbonizing wool

and state their merits. 10

(b) Give a brief outline of worsted spinning process ? Which

type of wools are span on this system. 5

5. Write a detailed note on woolen spinning system. Mention

points of difference between woolen and worsted spinning

systems and also the properties of yarns spun on these

systems. 15

SECTION–D

6. (a) Classify jute yarns according to their end use

requirements. 5

(b) Briefly describe the production technology of jute

yarns giving a flow diagram displaying the production

route. 10

7. (a) Mention various defects that are commonly formed in

jute fibre. 5

(b) Explain Batching process of Hessian and Sacked yarns.

Also point out the differences between the two

processes. 10

36142//KD/1785 5 [P.T.O.



SECTION–E

8. (a) Classify wastes generated in a cotton spinning mill

alongwith methods to control waste losses. 8

(b) Compare coiler and condenser system of waste spinning.

7

9. With the help of a flow chart, highlight the process involved

in spun silk processing. Also state the objectives of each

process along with suggestive measures to be taken care.

15

36142//KD/1785 6
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 03

BT-7/M-20 37083
TECHNICAL TEXTILES-I

TT-401

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Section.

Section A

1. (a) Classify technical textiles based on their field of

application, along with broad market areas, type of

products and examples for each category.

(b) What efforts are being made in India to increase

the rate of growth of technical textiles ? Discuss in

detail. 10+10

2. Write notes on the following :

(a) Role of fabric construction in the development of

technical textiles

(b) Textile fibres suitable for technical textiles. 10+10



Section B

3. (a) Explain in detail the principles proposed for

filtration.

(b) How will you judge the performance of a filter

fabric ? Discuss in detail. 10+10

4. (a) Describe the mechanism of Dry filtration.

(b) Where do we use Nanofibres and why specially in

reference to filtration ?

(c) Discuss the role of finishing treatments in filtration.

6+7+7

Section C

5. (a) Discuss in detail the functions and application areas

of Geotextiles.

(b) How can the life of Geotextile be tested on long

term basis ? 14+6

6. (a) Lay down the requirements of textile fibres for

Geotextiles.

(b) Justify the fibre properties in concern with the

functions performed by Geotextiles.

(c) Classify Geosynthetics. 7+7+6

(2)L-37083 2



Section D

7. (a) Classify automotive textiles. Mention the fibre

suitability for automotive textiles.

(b) Explain the process of production for :

(i) Automotive filters

(ii) Seat belts. 10+10

8. (a) Outline the fibre requirements for :

(i) Air bags

(ii) Railway applications.

(b) How are technical textiles applied in aircraft and

marine and for what purpose ? 10+10

(2)L-37083 3 __
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 03

BT-7/M-20 37084
PROCESS CONTROL IN SPINNING AND

WEAVING

TT-403

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit.

Unit I

1. (a) What is degree of cleaning in blow room ? Why

and how is it measured ? 8

(b) Write a detailed note on the role of fibre and process

parameters in influencing cleaning efficiency of blow

room line. 12

2. (a) What is optimum ‘NOIL’ ? How is it optimized for

a particular class of cotter ? 8

(b) How would you assess the performance of a

comber ? Discuss. 12



Unit II

3. (a) Spell out the causes of periodic mass variation in a

drafted strand. How would you characterize the

periodic variations and trace their origin. 10

(b) Mention the reasons for yarn count variation. How

would you minimize the overall count

variation ? 10

4. (a) How is statistics applied in quality control in

spinning mills ? Discuss with special reference to

interpretation of test results. 10

(b) What is Machine Audit ? Why is it applied ?

Mention the factors to be considered for preparing

the machine audit plan. 10

Unit III

5. (a) Lay down the importance and considerations for

evolving a system for process control. 10

(b) Briefly describe the role of application of statistics

in process control in the spinning section of a

composite mill. 10

6. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Material Handling

(b) Machine Audit. 20

(2)L-37084 2



Unit IV

7. (a) Specify the measures generally adopted to control

Hard-Waste at various stages of fabric manufacturing

in a composite mill. 12

(b) Categorise various defects in woven fabric. How

would you remedy them ? 8

8. (a) Outline the factors which affect the efficiency of a

loom. Also suggest the steps to be exercised to

reduce hard-waste in winding and warping sections.

10

(b) How would you calculate production of a warping

frame per day in terms of number of beams ?

Illustrate assuming necessary data. 10

(2)L-37084 3 __
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BT-7/M-20 37085
PROCESS CONTROL AND CHEMICAL

PROCESSING

TT-405

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Section. All questions carry equal

marks.

Section A

1. What is meant by process and quality control ? What are

the importance functions of a modern control laboratory ?

Describe the process control parameters in detail in grey

inspection. 20

2. Discuss the method of stitching of grey fabric. What are

the common stitching defects ? How is stitching quality

assessed ? 20

Section B

3. Write in detail the process control parameters in singeing

and desizing with special reference to enzymatic desizing.

20

(3)L-37085 1



4. Discuss the process control parameters in peroxide

bleaching and mercerization. 20

Section C

5. Describe the process control parameters in actual  printing,

ageing, polymerizing and silicate padding/carbonizing/

soaping. 20

6. Explain the various process control parameters that are

taken into consideration for yarn dyeing and dyeing on

jigger. 20

Section D

7. Give the evaluation method for wetting agents and across

linking agents. 20

8. Write down the evaluation method for vat and disperse

dyes with special reference to migration test and build up

test. 20

(3)L-37085 2 ___
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BT-7/M-20 37089
TECHNICAL TEXTILES-I (NEW)

TT-401A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit. All questions carry equal

marks.

Unit I

1. (a) Highlight the technological innovations that have

lead to the advancement of technical textiles. 10

(b) Comment on the role of composite materials in the

development of technical textiles. Give suitable

examples. 10

2. Highlight the key market areas and functions of technical

textiles with examples of individual product of each

category. 20

Unit II

3. Give a brief outline of the theory of dust collection

through textile filters. How do fibre parameters and fabric

construction affect dust collection ? Discuss. 20



4. (a) Outline the theories underlying the designing of

filtration equipments. 10

(b) How would you assess the performance of a filter

fabric ? Discuss. 10

Unit III

5. (a) Identify the basic requirements of textiles in respect

of geo-engineering. Critically review the suitability

of geotextiles for various applications. 12

(b) Write a brief note on mechanical function of geo-

textiles. How are they achieved in commercial

practice ? 8

6. Briefly describe the production technology of non-woven

geo-textiles. Which tests are performed on geo-textiles ?

Discuss. 20

Unit IV

7. State important characteristic requirements for upholstery

and carpets to be used in automobiles. How are these

manufactured ? 20

8. Write short notes on the following : 20

(a) Application of technical textiles for hoses and filters

(b) Application of technical textiles for safety checks

to be used in aircrafts.

(2)L-37089 2 __
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

BT-7/M-20 37090
PROCESS CONTROL AND

CHEMICAL PROCESSING

TT-405-A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Section. All questions carry equal

marks.

Section A

1. What is the role of process control in wet processing ?

Discuss the approach of process control. Explain process

control in wet processing. 20

2. How overall quality of grey fabric is assessed ? Give the

method for stitching grey fabric. What are the common

stitching defects ? How stitching quality is assessed ? 20

Section B

3. Discuss the process control parameters to control pressure

boil scouring and in mercerization. 20



4. Describe the process control parameter in sodium chlorite

bleaching and heat setting. 20

Section C

5. Describe the process control parameter in jet dyeing and

continuous dyeing. 20

6. Discuss the process control parameter in printing and

decatising. 20

Section D

7. Give the evaluation method for optical brightening agent

and softeners. 20

8. Give the evaluation methods for dyes for critical

temperature test and migration test. 20

(2)L-37090 2 __
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BT-7/M-20 37092
ADVANCED CHEMICAL PROCESSING

(NEW)

TT-417

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting one question

from each Section. All questions carry equal marks.

Section A

1. (a) Discuss continuous dyeing. 10

(b) Discuss the developments in direct and reactive

dyes. 10

2. Describe grading and methods to determine fastness to

perspiration, sublimation and hot pressing. 20

Section B

3. (a) What are Silicones ? Discuss the chemistry and

application of softeners based on polysiloxanes. 10

(b) Write notes on water repellent and antimicrobial

finish on textiles. 10

(3)L-37092 1



4. Discuss injet printing mentioning its merits and

demerits. 20

Section C

5. (a) Discuss Beer-Lambert law. 10

(b) What are different types of illuminants ? Explain

the term white point. 10

6. Give an account of CIE system of colour measurement. 20

Section D

7. (a) Discuss the principle and application of

spectrophotometer. 10

(b) Write a note on perceived colour and location. 10

8. (a) What is computer added colour matching ? Give

some of its applications. 10

(b) Explain the relationship between hue values and

chrome. 10
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BT-7/M-20 37093
PROCESS CONTROL IN SPINNING-I

(Elective)

TT-425

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Section.

Unit I

1. (a) What is Fibre Quality Index ? How does the

knowledge of cotton fibre properties help in

determination of spinning limit and yarn quality ?

Discuss. 10

(b) Why and how do you measure cleaning efficiency

of blow soon ? Highlight the factors responsible for

cleaning efficiency in blow soon section. 10

2. (a) What is Optimum Noil ? How is it determined for

a particular class of cotton ? Also mention the

factors which affect the work extractor in combing.

12
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(b) Give a brief outline of the procedure to be followed

for implementation of Bale-management along with

its ultimate objective. 8

Unit II

3. (a) Enumerate the causes of periodic variations in a

drafted strand. How would you characterize the

periodic variations and trace their origin ? 10

(b) What are B(L) and V(L) curves ? What are their

important characteristics ? 10

4. (a) What is drafting force ? Which factors influence its

magnitude ? Discuss. 8

(b) What is drafting wave ? How does it occur ? How

can it be suppressed ? 12

Unit III

5. (a) Classify yarn faults. Also suggest reasons for their

generation along with remedies of each. 10

(b) How can between and within bobbin variation in

terms of strength and yarn count be measured and

controlled ? Discuss. 10
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6. (a) Suggest the steps to be exercised to control cotton

yarn irregularly and imperfection indices. 12

(b) What do you mean by count eV ? How can it be

reduced ? 8

Unit IV

7. (a) Write a detailed note on the steps generally taken

to control waste losses of various stages of a yarn

manufacturing section of a composite mill. 15

(b) What is yarn realization ? How can it be calculated ?

5

8. (a) Classify autolevellers and compare them. Also

describe the functioning of any autoleveller with a

neat sketch. 14

(b) What is autoleveller perturbation ? How does it

affect the efficiency of an autoleveller ? 6
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 04

BT-4/M-20 34067
MATHEMATICS-III

MATH-201-E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit. All questions carry equal

marks.

Unit I

1. (a) If ( ) cosf x x , expand ( )f x  as a Fourier series

in the interval  ,  . 10

(b) Obtain the Fourier expansion of x sinx as a cosine

series in (0, ). Hence show that : 10

1 1 1 2
........

1.3 3.5 5.7 4


     .

2. (a) Find the Fourier cosine transform of 
2xe . 10

(b) Use Parseval's identities, prove that : 10

 

2

20 2 4
1

t
dt

t

 



 .



Unit II

3. (a) Find the regular function whose imaginary parts is

 sin cosxe x y y y  . 10

(b) If ( )f z  is regular function of z, prove that : 10

   
2 2

2 2

2 2
4f z f z

x y

  
     

4. (a) If    cos cos sini r i     , prove that : 10

 
 

2 sin

sin
e   


 

(b) If log tan
4 2

u
  

  
 

, prove that : 10

(i) tanh tan
2 2

u 


(ii) log tan
4 2

iu
i

 
    

 

Unit III

5. (a) If 
1 1

P(A) , P(B)
4 3

   and  
1

P A B
2

  , evaluate :

(i) P(A/B)

(ii) P(B/A)

(iii) P(A B ) 10
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(b) The contents of three urns are : 1 white, 2 red, 3

green balls; 2 white, 1 red, 1 green balls and 4

white, 5 red, 3 green balls. Two balls are drawn

from an urn chosen at random. These are found to

be one white and one green. Find the probability

that the balls so drawn came from the third urn.

10

6. (a) If the probability that a new born child is a male is

0.6, find the probability that in a family of 5 children

there are exactly 3 boys. 10

(b) Explain the main properties of Normal distribution.

10

Unit IV

7. (a) Use graphical method, solve the following Linear

Programming problem : 10

Maximize Z = 2x1 + 3x2

Subject to :

x1 – 3x2  2

x1 + x2  4

(2)L-34067 3
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x1, x2  0

(b) Find all the basic solutions of the following system

of equations identifying in each case the basic and

non-basic variables : 10

2x1 + x2 + 4x3  11

3x1 + x2 + 5x3  14

8. Using dual Simplex method, solve the following

problem : 20

Maximize Z = 2x1 + 2x2 + 4x3

Subject to :

2x1 + 3x2 + 5x3  2

3x1 + x2 + 7x3  3

x1 + 4x2 + 6x3  5

x1, x2, x3  0



Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

BT-4/M-20 34070
BASICS OF ECONOMICS AND

MANAGEMENT

HUM-201E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt any Five questions.

1. Discuss the Law of Variable Proportions.

2. Discuss the various concepts of cost curves. How do they

differ in short-run and long-run ?

3. “Management is a science like Physics or Chemistry.” Do

you agree with this statement ? Give reasons in support

of your answer.

4. Define Management. Discuss the principles of management

in brief.

5. Explain and differentiate the term strategy and policy.

(3)L-34070 1



6. Define Centralisation and discuss its merits and demerits.

7. Define Recruitment. What are the types of internal sources

of recruitment ? Evaluate them.

8. Explain PERT with example. Also explain its advantages

and limitations.
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BT-4/M-20 34091
MATHEMATICS-III

AS-201N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit. All questions carry equal

marks.

Unit I

1. (a) Obtain a Fourier series to represent e–ax from

x = –  to x = . 7½

(b) Obtain the half-range sine series for ex in

0 < x < 1. 7½

2. (a) Find the Fourier cosine transform of 
2xe . 7½

(b) State and prove convolution theorem for Fourier

Transforms. 7½

Unit II

3. (a) If log tan ;
4 2

u
  

  
 

 then prove that :

(3)L-34091 1



(i) tanh tan
2 2

u 


(ii) cosh secu   . 7½

(b) Separate  1sin cos sini    into real and imaginary

parts, where  is a positive acute angle. 7½

4. (a) Show that the function ( )f z xy , is not analytic

at the origin, even though Cauchy-Riemann

equations are satisfied thereat. 7½

(b) If f(z) is a regular function of z, prove that : 7½

2 2
2 2

2 2
( ) 4 ( )f z f z

x y

  
     

Unit III

5. (a) The contents of three urns are 1 white, 2 red,

3 green balls; 2 white, 1 red, 1 green balls and

4 white, 5 red, 3 green balls. Two balls are drawn

from an urn chosen at random. These are found to

be one white and one green. Find the probability

that the balls so drawn came from the third urn. 7½

(b) Fit a binomial distribution to the following frequency

distribution : 7½

x : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

f : 13 25 52 58 32 16 4

(3)L-34091 2



6. (a) In a normal distribution, 31% of the items are

under 45 and 8% are over 64. Find the mean and

S.D. of the distribution. 7½

(b) A random variable x has the following probability

function :

x : –2 –1 0 1 2 3

f (x) : 0.1 k 0.2 2k 0.3 k

Find k, mean, variance and S.D. 7½

Unit IV

8. Using simplex method, solve the following linear

programming problem :

Minimize Z = x1 – 3x2 + 2x3

Subject to constraints

3x1 – x2 + 2x3 < 7

– 2x1 + 4x2 < 12

– 4x1 + 3x2 + 8x3 < 10

x1, x2, x3 > 0. 15

9. Using dual simplex method, solve the following LPP :

Maximize Z = – 3x1 – x2

Subject to

x1 + x2 > 1

2x1 + 3x2 > 2

x1, x2 > 0. 15
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BT-4/M-20 34103
FUNDAMENTALS OF MANAGEMENT

HS-201N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit. All questions carry equal

marks.

Unit I

1. Explain the Human Relations Movement. Highlight the

major contributors, priciples and functions of Human

Relations School of management. Also highlight its

relevance in the present time.

2. Attempt the following :

(a) Elaborate the contingency approach to management.

Brief its key managerial implications.

(b) Why is management described as an art and a

science ? Justify.

(3)L-34103 1



Unit II

3. Define Delegation of Authority. Is it different from

Decentralisation ? Identify the factors or circumstances,

which favour Delegation of Authority approach.

4. Define Organisational Structure. Is it different from

Organisational Design ? Throw light on major types of

Organisational Structure, which are widely recognised in

the corporate sector.

Unit III

5. What is Training Needs Identification ? Why is this

considered as an important step of training process ?

Discuss the methods though which training needs

assessment can be performed.

6. Describe the following theories along with their practical

implications :

(a) Two factor theory/Motivation-Hygiene theory

(b) Management Grid Theory.
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Unit IV

7. Why the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility has

been gaining importance day by day ? Mention arguments

in favour of CSR as well as against it.

8. Elaborate the concept of MIS. Discuss its key functions.

What are the advantages of MIS to a firm using it ?

Highlight some of new trends/developments in MIS.

(3)L-34103 3 ___
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BT-4/M-20 34114
MATHEMATICS-III

AS-201N (Opt. I)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit. All questions carry equal

marks.

Unit I

1. (a) Find the Fourier series of the function given by : 7½

0 0
( )

0

x
f x

x

  
 

   

(b) Develope sin
x

l

 
 
 

 in half-range cosine series in

the range 0 < x < l. 7½

2. (a) Find the Fourier sine transform of 
axe

x



. 7½

(b) Using Parseval's identity, prove that : 7½

 
 9

20

sin 3
. 1

189

t
dt e

t t

 
 






Unit II

3. Use the simple method to solve the following LP problem :

Maximize z = 3x1 + 5x2 + 4x3

subject to :

2x1 + 3x2  8

2x2 + 5x3  10

3x1 + 2x2 + 4x3  15

x1, x2, x3  0. 15

4. (a) Using Graphical method : 7½

Maximize z = –3x1 – x2

subject to :

x1 + x2  1

2x1 + 3x2  2

x1, x2  0

(b) Explain the following terms : 2½×3

(i) Feasible Solution

(ii) Convex Region

(iii) Unbounded Solutions.
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Unit III

5. (a) If log tan
4 2

u
  

  
 

, then prove that : 7½

(i) tanh tan
2 2

u 


(ii) cosh secu  

(b) Prove that 2 2 2 2 3u x y xy x y      is harmonic.

Find a function v such that ( )f z u iv   is analytic.

Also express ( )f z  in terms of z. 7½

6. (a) Evaluate : 7½

  

2 2

C

sin cos

1 2

z z

z z

  

  dz,

where C is the circle 3z  .

(b) Evaluate :

 2

C
3y x x i dz 

where C is the straight line from z = 0 to

z = 1 + i. 7½

Unit IV

7. (a) Three urns contain 6 red, 4 black; 4 red, 6 black

and 5 red, 5 black balls respectively. One of the

(2)L-34114 3



urns is selected at random and a ball is drawn from

it. If the ball drawns is red, find the probability that

it is drawn from the first urn. 7½

(b) In a normal distribution, 35% of the items are

under 40 and 10% are over 60. Find the mean and

standard deviation of the distribution. 7½

8. (a) A random variable X has the following probability

distribution :

x : –3 –2 –1 0 1

P(x) : 0.2 k 0.3 3k 0.1

Find the value of k and calculate mean and variance.

7½

(b) In 800 families with 5 children each, how many

families would be expected to have (i) 2 boys and

3 girls (ii) at the most two girls ? (Assume

probabilities for boys and girls to be equal). 7½

(2)L-34114 4 __
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BT-4/M-20 34120
MATHEMATICS-III

AS-201N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit.

Unit I

1. (a) Find the Fourier series for the function for :

 

0 1
( )

2 1 2

x x
f x

x x

  
 

   

and deduce that 
2

2 2 2

1 1 1
......

81 3 5


     . 7½

(b) Express ( )f x x  as a half-range cosine series in

0 < x < 2. 7½

2. (a) Find the Fourier cosine transform of 2

1
( )

1
f x

x



.

Hence derive Fourier sine transform of

2
( )

1

x
x

x
 


. 7½



(b) Using Parseval's identity, show that : 7½

 

2

20 2 4
1

t
dt

t

 





Unit II

3. (a) Solve : 7½

 3 cot 3p q z y x    ,

where ,
z z

p q
x y

 
 
 

.

(b) Solve : 7½

3 3 3 3
2

3 2 2 3
4 5 2 x yz z z z

e
x x y x y y

   
   

     

4. Solve the following linear programming problem by

simplex method : 15

Maximize Z = 5x1 + 3x2

Subject to :

x1 + x2  2

5x1 + 2x2  10

3x1 + 8x2  12

x1, x2  0
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Unit III

5. (a) If    cos cos sini r i     , prove that : 7½

 
 

2 sin

sin
e   


 

(b) Find the analytic function, whose real part is : 7½

sin 2

cosh 2 cos 2

x

y x

6. (a) Find the Laurent's expansion of 
 

2

3
1

ze

z 
 about the

singularity z = 1. 7½

(b) Evaluate, using Cauchy's integral formula

 

2

4
C

ze
dz

z i
 , where C is the circle 3z  . 7½

Unit IV

7. (a) A can hit a target 3 times in 5 shots, B can hit 2

times in 5 shots and C can 3 times in 4 shots. They

fire a volley. What is the probability that (i) Two

shots hit (ii) At least two shots hit. 7½
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(b) A random variable X has the following probability

function :

2 2 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

P( ) 0 2 2 3 2 7

x

x k k k k k k k k

Find :

(i) k

(ii) Evaluate P(X < 6), P(X  6)

(iii) P(0 < X < 5). 7½

8. (a) The probability that a pen manufactured by a

company will be defective is 
1

10
. If 12 such pens

manufactured, find the probability that :

(i) Exactly two will be defective

(ii) at least two will be defective.

(iii) None will be defective. 10

(b) If A and B be two events with 
1

P(A)
2

 , 
1

P(B)
3



and 
1

P(A B)
4

  . Find (i) P(A'|B') (ii) P(A  B).

5
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